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Abstract 
Hilbert C*-module is a very interesting structure. It first appeared in the 
work of Kaplansky, who used it in the theory of AW*-algebra. Besides this, 
Hilbert C*-module is very useful in many fields, such as operator K-theory, group 
representation theory and etc. 
Broadly speaking, Hilbert C*-module generalizes Hilbert space by allowing 
the inner product to take values in a C*-algebra rather than the field of complex 
numbers. Unfortunately, in general, it neither has Riesz representation theorem of 
Hilbert space, nor has the property that “ every inner product inducing equivalent 
norm to the given one is isomorphic to it". 
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Introduction 
This thesis is a survey on Hilbert C*-modules, basing on the works of M. Frank 
and W. L. Paschke. It presupposes a familiarity with the elementary theory of 
C*-algebras which may be found in [9] and [13 . 
This article is divided into three chapters. 
In chapter 1，we give some background knowledge of Hilbert C*-modules. 
In chapter 2, we give the definition of self-dual Hilbert C*-module which is 
an analogue of the Riesz Representation Theorem in the theory of Hilbert space. 
We then study some properties and give some examples of self-dual Hilbert C*-
module. 
In chapter 3, we study Hilbert W*-modules. Following [10], we show that an 
inner product on a Hilbert W*-module E can be extended to E*, making 
into a self-dual Hilbert C*-module, and every bounded module operator on E 
can be extended to . Then we study the properties of self-dual Hilbert W*-




Throughout this chapter, let A be an arbitrary C*-algebra. 
1.1 Hilbert C*-modules 
Definition 1.1.1 A pre-Hilbert module over A is a right A-module E (with com-
patible scalar multiplication: X{xa) = (Xcc)a 二 x(Xa) for x in E, a in A and A 
in C), equipped with an A-valued ”inner product”〈•，•�: E x E A, with the 
following properties: 
� = {x,y)a, 
问(y^x) = {x,yy, 
(iv) (x, x) > 0; if (x, x) = 0； then x = 
where x, y, z in E, a in A, and a, (3 in C. 
Remark 1.1.2 From (i) and (Hi), 〈•，•�is conjugate-linear in its first variable. 
As in the scalar case, we also have the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in this 
setting: 
4 
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Proposition 1.1.3 If E is a pre-Hilbert module over A and x, y in E, then 
{y,x){x,y) < \\{x,x)\\{y,y). 
Definition 1.1.4 Let E be a pre-Hilbert module over A. For x m E, we write 
|x|| = Then || • \\ is a norm on E making E into a normed A-module. 
If E is complete with respect to || • E is called a Hilbert A-module or a Hilbert 
module over C*-algebra A. 
Lemma 1.1.5 Let E be a Hilbert A-module and (i^i)祐a be an approximMe iden-
tity for A, then 
(i) lim \\x — xUi\\ == 0，for all x in E. In particular, xl = x, for all x in E，if 
A is unital. 
(n) 'EA = E. 
Remark 1.1.6 If A is non-unital and A denotes the C氺-algebra obtained by ad-
joining an identity 1 to A, then E becomes a Hilbert A-module if we define xl 二 x, 
for all X in E. 
Example 1.1.7 
(a) A itself is a Hilbert A-module with {a, b) = a*b (a, h G A). Moreover, any 
dosed right ideal in A is a Hilbert A-module. 
(b) Let {Ei,〈.，be a family of Hilbert A-modules, define the set 
Q Ei = {x = (xi) I Xi G Ei and ^(.t^, Xi)i exists in A}. 
Then ® Ei is a Hilbert A-module if we define 
i 
where x = ixi), y = � in © Ei. 
If I is a finite set, and each EI 二 E, denote © EI by E^^K 
If I is infinitely countable, and each Ei = A, denote ® Ei by HA-
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We now introduce some interesting operators between (pre-)Hilbert ^-modules. 
Definition 1.1.8 Let E and F be (pre-JHilbert A-modules. We let B{E,F) or 
BA{E, F) be the set of all hounded A-linear maps from E to F. 
Theorem 1.1.9 Let B be a C*-subalgebra of A, E be a pre-Hilhert B-module, 
and F be a pre-Hilbert A-rnodule. Let t : E — F be a linear map. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) t is hounded and t{xh) — t{x)h for all x in E and b in B. 
(A) there exists K > 0 such that {TX,TX)A < K{x, X)B for all x in E. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we may assume that A and B have the same 
unit, otherwise, we may consider 丑 as a pre-Hilbert 云-module and F as a pre-
Hilbert A-module by Remark 1.1.6. Recall that for any T : B A which is a 
linear map with a non-negative real number K such that r(a;)*T(.T) < Kx*x for 
all X in B, we have r(x) = T{1A)X. (c.f.:[10, p.448, 2.7]) 
We first prove the implication (i)^(ii) . Assume that t is in F). We let 
X be in E, then for any n in N, we set b^ = ((x, x)b + and x^ 二 xh^. 
Notice that XN)B = (x, X)B{{X^ X)B i)—i < 1, so we have Hx^ H^； < 1, and 
so \\tXn\\F < II力II’ that is, < 1. Thus we have j^{tXn,tXn)A < 
1A- Hence, {TXN, tXn)A < However, {TXN^ tXn)A = TX)ABN, and 
so (tx,tx)A < = + n_i), for all n in N. It follows that 
(TX, TX)A < X)B-
To prove the other direction, assume there exists K > 0 such that {tx, tx�八 < 
K{x, X)B for all x in E. Then \\tx\\jp = \\{tx, < for all x in E, and so 
I力I  < . Now let xhe in E and y be in F. Consider the linear map r : B A 
defined by 
r{b) = {y,t{xb))A {beB). 
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Using Proposition 1.1.3, we see that 
T(6)*T ⑷ 二�t�xh))yU(jJ,t_A 
< \\y\\l{t{xb),t{xb))A 
< \\y\\lK{xb, xh)B 
=|y||SiW�:r,:r�s6 
< \\y\\lK\\x\\lh% 
for any b in B. Therefore we have, r(6) = r{lA)h for any b in B, that is, 
{y,t{xb))A = {y,t{x))Ab = {y,t{x)b)A for any b in B, x in E and y in F. Hence, 
t(xh) = t(x)h for any x m E and h in B. • 
Remark 1.1.10 As in the case of Hilbert spaces，for any t G F)，we also 
have 
\t\\ = mf{KI I�t:L ,t:C、A < K{X,X)B, Vx e E}. 
Definition 1.1.11 Let E, F be Hilbert A-modules. C{E, F) or CA{E, F) denotes 
the set of all maps t : E — F for which there is a map t* : F — E such that 
for all X in E and y in F. We call C{E, F) the set of adjointable maps from E 
to F. 
Lemma 1.1.12 Let E, F and G be Hilbert A-modules. Let t G C[E, F) and 
s e C{F,G). Then 
(i) Every element of F) is a bounded A-linear map, 
(ii) t* IS m a^F,E�, 
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(Hi) st is in C{E, G), 
(IV) C{E) •= C{E,E) IS a C*-algebra. 
From now on, for any Hilbert yl-modules E, F, x e E and y e F, we define 
O.^y by 
0.^y{z)=x{y,z) (z e F). 
We denote by E) (or Ta{F, E)) := span{E$,y \ x e E,y e F} and is called 
the set of A-finite rank operators from F to E. One can directly check that: 
Lemma 1.1.13 Let E, F and G be Hilbert A-m,odules. Then 
(i) 6x,y is in C{F\ E) with (O^^yY = 队工， 
(虹)~ ^x{y,u),v ——^x,v{u,y)； 
问 tO^^y = Ot(x),y, 
(切)= 0x,s*(jj)， 
where x in E, y, u in F, v in G, t in C{E, G) and s in C{G, F). 
Denoted by /C(F, E) (or 1CA{F,E)) E) C C{F, E) and ；C(E) := 
K:(E,E) C C{E). Then K:{E) is a closed two-sided ideal of /:{E). We call 
JC{F, E) the set of "compact" operators from F to E. 
Remark 1.1.14 
(i) /C(A) = A by identifying 0a,b with the operation of left multiplication by ah*. 
(VL) If A is unital, then JC{A) ^ JC{A). 
Definition 1.1.15 Let E be a (pre-)Hilbert A-module. Let = B{E,A) which 
is endowed with the following operations: 
� ( A r ) ( x ) = At(x), 
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(II) ( T I + T 2 ) ( X ) = ri{x) + T2(x), 
(in) {ra){x) = a*r{x), 
where n in ，x in E, a in A and A in C. Then E* becomes a Banach right 
A-module with the operator norm. 
Definition 1.1.16 Let E be a (pre-)Hilbert A-module. For each x in E, we set 
(i) X : E 一 A, x{y) = {x,y) (y G E) and 
(ii) Lx A-^ E, Lx{a) = xa (a G A). 
Then, x G . Moreover, the calculation {x{y), a) = (x, y)*a = (y, x)a = 
{y, xa) = {y, L^a) shows that x and L^ are adjoints of each other, and hence 
belong to A) and C{A, E), respectively. 
Lemma 1.1.17 Let E he a Hilbert A-module. Then 
(i) the map 八:x ^ x is an isometric A-linear map from E onto JC{E, A), 
where A) is viewed as a Banach A-submodule of ’ 
(ii) the map L : x ^ L^ is an isomorphism from E onto JC[A, E) as Banach 
space. 
Proof : See [14, p.21, 2.32]. • 
Lemma 1.1.18 Let E be a Hilbert A-module. For t in }C{E, A) C , s in 
/ ^ \ _ 
E), r in JC{E) and a in A ^ ]C{A), define ^ : A® E A@ E by 
v ^ w 
a t I / 0 \ ab + t[x) 
V 5 r ) \ x J \ 5 (6 )+r (x ) 
( .\ a t ] 
Then is in ]C{A®E). 
) 
Conversely, every elements in E) are of this form. 
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Proof: See [14, p.21-22]. 口 
Proposition 1.1.19 Let E be a Hilbert A-module. For each x m E, there exists 
a unique y in E such that x = y). 
/ n - \ 0 X 
Proof: Let x be in E. Notice that is a self-adjoint element in 
Y Lx 0 y 
]C{A 0 E). By Lemma 1.1.18, we know that every self-adjoint element in ]C{A © E) 
/ l 0 \ 
which anti-commutes with is of this form. Now, consider the func-
1^0—1) 
1 i 0 , � tion / ( t ) = t3, then f is a self-adjoint element in JC{AQ E) which 
Y Lx 0 y 
/ 1 0 \ I 0 X \ 0 y 
anti-commutes with , that is, / = , for some y 
\ 0 - 1 y y Lx 0 J y Ly 0 J 
/ n A \ / n -/ 0 X \ / 0 y \ 
in E, and hence = . By computing the bottom left-hand 
\ Lx 0 J \ Ly Q J 
corner, we have Lx = LyyLy, and so Lx{a) = L力L“a ) , for all a in A, that is, 
xa = y{y, y)a, for all a in A, and hence x = y). Now, if there exists another / \ 3 / \ / \ 3 
/ 0 y \ / 0 x \ / 0 2/1 \ 
yi in E such that x 二 yi{yi,yi), then = = 
\ ^y ^ J \ L^ 0 J \ Lyi Q J 
and so y = 1/1 since the map" is one-to-one. • 
Corollary 1.1.20 Let E be a Hilbert A-module. Then E{E, E) := span{x{y, z) \ x^y, z e 
E} is equal to E. 
Remark 1.1.21 Let E be a Hilbert A-module. Then 
{E, E) span{{x, y) \ x,y e E} 
is the smallest closed two-sided ideal I of A such that 
EI ：二 span{xi \ xGE,i6l} = E. 
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Definition 1.1.22 Let E be a Hilhert A-module. We call {E, E) the support of 
E. Moreover, E is said to be full if {E, E) = A. 
Remark 1.1.23 Every Hilhert A-module can be made into a full Hilbert {E, E)-
module. 
Definition 1.1.24 Let E be a Hilbert A-module. A closed submodule F of E is 
said to be complemerrted if E 二 ① F丄 where 丄 = { y G 〈工，"〉=•’•工.^ 
Lemma 1.1.25 Let E be a Hilhert A-module, t* = t be in C{E) and 
\tx\\ > k\\x\\ {x G E) 
for some constant k > 0. Then t is invertible in C{E). 
Proof: See [6, p.22, 3.1]. • 
Theorem 1.1.26 Let E, F be Hilbert A-modules and t in jC{E, F) has closed 
range. Then 
(i) ker(t) is a complemented submodule of E, 
(ii) ran{t) is a complemented submodule of F, 
(Hi) the mapping t* in C{F, E) also has closed range. 
Definition 1.1.27 Let E, F be Hilbert A-modules. An operator u in C{E, F) is 
said to be unitary if u*u = 1 五，uu* 二 I f. 
Theorem 1.1.28 Let E, F be Hilhert A-modules, u be a linear map from E to 
F. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) u is an isometric, surjective A-linear map. 
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(ii) u is a unitary element of F). 
Definition 1.1.29 Let E, F be Hilbert A-modules. If there exists a unitary 
element ofC{E, F)，or equivalently, there exists an invertible element t in B{E, F) 
such that {tx,ty)F = {oc,y)E for all x, y in E, then we say that E and F are 
umtarily isomorphic Hilbert A-modules, and we write E = F as Hilbert A-module. 
Lemma 1.1.30 Let E be a Hilbert A-module and t be in B{E). Then the follow-
ing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) t is a positive element of C{E). 
(ii) (x, tx) > 0 for all x in E. 
Recall that a positive element a in is called a strictly positive element if 
/？⑷ > 0 for any state p of A. A has a strictly positive element if and only if it 
has a countable approximate identity. If A has a strictly positive element, then 
it is said to be cr-unital. 
Definition 1.1.31 Let E be a Hilbert A-module. E is said to be countahly gen-
erated if there exists a sequence in E such that 
E = span{xia | i G N, a G A}. 
E is said to be algebraically finitely generated if there exists a finite sequence 
in E such that 
E = span{xia | i = 1, 2, • • • e A}. 
Remark 1.1.32 If A is a-united, then HA is countahly generated. Indeed, if 
a is a strictly positive element in A, then the set is a countable 
generating set for HA. 
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Theorem 1.1.33 Let E be a countably generated Hilbert A-module, then E® Ha = 
Ha ds Hilbert A-module. Thus, E is unitarily isomorphic to a direct summand 
of Ha. 
Proof: See [6, p.60, 6.2]. • 
Proposition 1.1.34 Let E be a Hilbert A-module. E is countably generated if 
and only if JC{E) is cr-united. 






Self-dual Hilbert C*-modules 
Throughout this chapter, let A be an arbitrary C*-algebra. 
.> 
2.1 Self-duality 
In this section, we will see that every algebraically finitely generated Hilbert 
C*-module over a unital C*-algebra and every Hilbert C*-module over a finite 
dimensional C*-algebra are self-dual ([2], [8], [15], [16]). Moreover, M. Frank 
showed that every self-dual Hilbert C*-module has the property that “ every inner 
product inducing equivalent norm to the given one is unitarily isomorphic to it" 
Definition 2.1.1 Let E be a (pre-)Hilbert A-module. E is said to be self-dual if 
色=E.. (c.f. Definition 1.1.16) 
Proposition 2.1.2 If E is a self-dual (pre-)Hilbert A-module, then E is com-
plete. 
Proof: Suppose that E is not complete. Let x be an element in the completion 
of E but not in E, and let (Xn)nGN be a sequence in E converges in norm to x. 
14 
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Then the function r : E A defined by 
r{y) = \im{xn,y) {y e E) 
belongs to but not belongs to E, that is E is not self-dual. Contradiction 
occurs! 口 
Proposition 2.1.3 Let E be a self-dual Hilbert A-module, and F he a (pre-
)Hilbert A-module, then C{E, F) = B{E, F). 
Proo f : We only need to prove that B{E,F) C C[E,F). Let t be in B{E,F), 
then for each y in F, consider the map 丁y .. E — A defined by 
ry{x) 二 {y,tx)F 
we see that Ty is in = 总 by assumption. Thus, there exists an Zy in E such 
that Ty = Zy^  that is, 
{y,tx)F = {zy,x)E 
for all X in E. Now, we define the map s : F E by 
S{y) = Zy, 
then we have {y, tx)p = {sy^x)E for all x in E and y in F. Hence t is in C{E, F). • 
Proposition 2.1.4 Let {Ei,〈•，.�i}iei he a family of Hilbert A-modules. Then 
{® Ei, (•, •}} defined in Example 1.1.7(h) is self-dual if and only if {Ei, {•, .�?:}祐/ 
are self-dual for all i in I. 
Proo f : To prove the necessary part, assume that { 0 Ei,〈•，•)} is self-dual. For 
each fixed j in / , let r be an element in Ef. Notice that the map f : @ Ei A 
defined by 
{xi) ^ r{xj) 
MM^^ ^MM^MBM^^ ^^ ^M^^ ^^ HBBh—atfhaiHHi—iiaiMiHMHIlilBMaaiilMiaiBIMMHm^WMHgmiiBiHmaaaiwimwMaHawiiaiwMSBaf 
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is an element in Ei)*. So, by assumption, there exists an element z 二 (z,；) in 
such that T { x j ) = ( � ’ (x^) = for all (x,；) in QE^. Notice also 
that for each ZQ not equal to j, we have 
�2：切,zjzo =〈⑷,(0,…，0,2:?:o’0，..-)i� 
= T ( 0 ) 
二 0 
which means that Zi^ = 0. Hence, t(x^) = {zj,Xj)j for all Xj in Ej. That means 
Ej is self-dual. 
For proving the sufficient part, we assume that {Ei, (•, are self-dual for all 
i in I. Let r be in ( © Notice that for each j in I, the map TJ : Ej ^ A 
defined by 
ht((0,0，...，0,：2：力0,.-.；)^-) 
is an element in Ef. So, by assumption, there exists an element Zj in Ej such 
that r((0, 0 , . . . ,0, Xj, 0，…) j ) = {zj, Xj)j for all Xj in Ej. We now claim that 
is in 0 Ei. Notice that for each finite subset JT of / , 
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we have || Zj&A^j.勺〉J < and hence {zj)jei is in 0 E,. Moreover, we have 
r{{x,)) = E t ( ( 0 , 0,..-，0 , 3 : ” ( V - . ) 2 ) 
i 
二〉 :〈而， ) i 
i 
=〈⑷,⑷〉 
for all (.T,；) in � Ei. Hence, © Ei is self-dual. 口 
Example 2.1.5 Let A be a C氺-algebra. Let p be a projection of A. Then pA is 
a self-dual Hilbert A-module with inner product {pa,pb) = a"ph. 
Proof: Let r be in {jpA)#. Then for all pa in pA, we have 
r{pa) = {r{p)p)pa 
={pr{p)\pa). 
So, T is in pA and hence, yA is self-dual. • 
Similar to Theorem 1.1.33 and Proposition 1.1.34, we have the following: 
Proposition 2.1.6 Let A he a unital C氺-algebra and E be a Hilbert A-module. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) E IS algebraically finitely generated, 
(ti) \E 'is vn T{E). 
(lit) E is a direct summand of for some n in N. 
Moreover’ in this case, E is self-dual. 
Proof: (i) (iii): Assume that E is algebraically finitely generated. Let 
{]'i，…，:7�n} be a set of generators of E. Consider the A-linear function f : 
A" — E defined by 
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We have f G jC{A^,E) and f has closed range since E is algebraically finitely 
generated. So, by Theorem 1.1.26(i), ker{f) is a complemented submodule of 
A"', and thus flker(f)^ is an isomorphism from /cer(/)丄 onto E as Hilbert module, 
that is, E is a direct summand of A^. 
(iii) 4 (ii): Assume that E is a direct summand of A^. Let p 6 C i ^ A � E ) be 
the projection from A"" onto E. It is easy to see that p o <V”i)?=i，(《57:j1)?=i ^P* 
is equal to 1 e and belongs to T {E ) . 
( i i ) � ( i ) : Assume that l^ ； is in T{E). Let 1丑二 E?=i for some finite 
sequences ( 队 ) ? = i ， i n E. Thus, we have x = E L i Vik^u^) for any x in E, 
that is, {yi}i^i is a finite set of generators of E which generates E algebraically. 
Moreover, for any r in 丑 x in E, we have 
n 




7: = 1 
Hence, T is in and so E is self-dual. • 
Proposition 2.1.7 Let A be a finite dimensional C氺-algebra and E be a Hilbert 
A-module. Then E is self-dual. 
Proof: Since A is finite-dimensional, A = M^^ (C) © • • • © Mnj^ (C), for some 
rii,...，rifc in N. So, for each a in A, a = (a i , . . . , a^) where a^  G Mn人C), we 
can define r{a) = tr(ai) + •. • + tr{j2k), where tr is the trace. Then the function 
r : A —> C, a r(a) is a faithful positive linear functional on A and r{ab) = r{ba) 
for all a, b in A. We can use r to define a C-valued inner product r((-, •� ) on E to 
make {E，r(〈.，•})} into a Hilbert space. Now, let r be in , consider the map 
r' : E C defined by 
r\x) = r(T(x)). 
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Then is a bounded linear functional on {E , r((-, •))} since = |r(r(.T))P < 
|r||r(r(x)*r(a;)) < ||r||r(||r|p(x,x)) = l k l l | | t | | x ) ) for all x in ^ by Theo-
rem 1.1.9. So, there exists an element y in E such that r{r{x)) = r{{y,x)), for 
all X in E. Now, for a fixed x e E, hy polar decomposition, \r{x) - {y,x)= 
U*(t{X) - {y,x)), for some u m A (Notice that A is a von Neumann algebra). 
Hence 
r(|r(x) - {y,x)\) = r{u\r{x) - {y,x))) 
= r ( ( r ( x ) -
=r{r{xu*) - {y,xu*))) 
= 0 . 
Thus, r(x) = (y, x) for all x in E, that is, r is in E. • 
Proposition 2.1.8 Let {E,〈•，•)i} be a self-dual Hilhert A-module, and let〈•，•)2 
be another A-valued inner product on E such that the norms || • ||i and || . ||2 
induced by them are equivalent. Then {E^〈•，•)2} is a self-dual Hilhert A-module 
and there exists a unique t in B{E) such that 
ft)〈工，y)2 = {t{x),y)i for all x, y in E. 
(ii) t is one-to-one and t is in 
�andC^[E、+，where means me 
set of all adjointable maps from E to E with respect to�-, 
(Hi) t is invertible and t"^ is in B{E). Also, is one-to-one, and is in 
£�(丑)+ and C�[E�+, and {x,y)i = (t-\.x),y}2 for allx, y in E. 
Proof: By assumption, there exist positive real numbers k and I such that 
k\\x\\i < \\x\\2 < l\\x\\i, for all x in E. Notice that for each x in E, the map 
y ^ E {x, y)2 ^ A is Si, bounded A-linear map from E to A, and since {E,〈•，•)i} 
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is self-dual, there exists an element t(x) in E such that {t{x), y)i =〈工,y�2, for all 
y in E. We now consider the map t : E 一 E defined by 
X ^ t(x), 
then t is Alinear and {t{x),y)i ==� :r ,y�2, for all x, y in E. Notice that 
\\t{x)\\l = ，力⑷�i|| 
=1〈工’制〉2| 
< I 力 0)||2|M|2 
< l^\\t{x)\\i\\x\\i 
for all X in E. We have ||t||i < that is t is in B{E). 
Notice that for any x in E, we have 
(x,t{x)), = {t{x),x)l = {x,x);>0 
and 
{x,t{x))2 = {t{x),t{x))i>0. 
Thus, t is in /：�(五)+ and /：�(五)+ by Lemma 1.1.30. 
To show that t is invertible, notice that 
K X 2 ^^ X 2 
=|�.T,.T�2| 
二 I〈力0)’.T�i| 
for all .T in E and so ^ x 
|i < ||^ (.T)||I for all x in E. So by Lemma 1.1.25, t is 
invertible. The other assertion follows clearly. 
It remains to show that {E,〈.，’��} is self-dual. Let r be in {E,〈•，.�2}#. Then 
T is in {E, (-, Oi}*. Since {E, (•, •)i} is self-dual, there exists an x in E such that 
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T{y) = � : r , y � i for all y in E. Define e E by x' ^ then T(y) = {x\y)2, 
— — —-
for all y in E. Hence, r is in {E,〈•，‘��}. 口 
We are going to prove the main result in this section: 
Theorem 2.1.9 Let E be a self-dual Hilbert A-module. Then E has the property 
that every A-valued inner product inducing equivalent norm to the given one is 
unitarily isomorphic to the given one. 
Proof: Let〈•，ji be another ^-valued inner product on E. By Proposition 2.1.8, 
there exists a t in invertible such that (x, y)i = {t{x), y) for all x, y in E. 
We set s = t � , then s is in C[E)知 invertible and 
�•T，y�i = {s{x),s{y)) 
for all .T, y in E. Hence, {E^〈•，ji} is unitarily isomorphic to {E,�-,.�}. • 
Proposition 2.1.10 Let Ei, E2 be Hilbert A-modules in which Ei is self-dual 
Suppose El and E2 are unitarily isomorphic, then E2 is also self-dual. 
Proof: By assumption, there exists S G B{Ei, E2) which is invertible such that 
{Sx, Sy�2 =�,T, y)i for all x，y in 丑1. Now let r be in Ef. Then r o S is in Ef 
and so there exists an x in Ei such that r o S{y) = {.T, y)i for all y m Ei. Take 
z 二 5(.T), then for all uj in E^, 
T M = T 卿 - L ( C ^ ) ) ) 
= � . T , � ) � 1 
=〈之,—2, 
thus r is in E^. Hence E2 is self-dual. • 
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2.2 Self-duality and some related concepts 
In this section, we introduce the concept of orthogonally /l-complementary and 
C*-reflexivity and show that a self-dual Hilbert C*-module has these two prop-
erties ([3]). 
Definition 2.2.1 Let E be a Hilbert A-module. E is said to be orthogonally 
A-complementary if each Hilbert A-module F containing E as a Banach A-
submodule is orthogonally decomposable as F = E 0 E-^. 
Theorem 2.2.2 Let E be a self-dual Hilbert A-module. Then E is orthogonally 
A-complementary. 
Proof : Let {F, (•, •)i?} be a Hilbert ^-module containing E as a Banach A-
submodule. Notice that�•, •)F\EXE is an 74-valued inner product on E inducing 
equivalent norm to the given one. Let (•, •〉£； = (•, ')F\EXE- Then { E , {•, ‘ )^} is 
also a self-dual Hilbert A-module by Proposition 2.1.8. Now consider the inclusion 
map L : E — F. Notice that L G B[E, F) = C[E, F), since E is self-dual and by 
Proposition 2.1.3. Hence, there exists L* : F E such that 
W•办“〉F 二、工八Y)、E 
= ( L � ,仙 ) ) ) F 
for all X in E and y in F. Thus, we have (l(X), y — L{i*{y)))F = 0 for all x m E 
and y in F, that is, y — i{i*{y)) is in E丄 for all y in F. Hence, for all y in F, 
y = M广("))]+ b - " ( " ( " ) ) ] G E + 丑丄，that is, F = E®Ei. • 
Definition 2.2.3 Let E he a Hilbert A-module. Define q : E — by 
{q{x)){T)=r{xY 
for X in E，T in • 
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Remark 2.2.4 The map q defined in Definition 2.2.3 is an A-linear isometry. 
Proo f : Clearly, q is ^-linear. Now, notice that ||(^(.T))(r)|| = ||T(.T)*|| < ||r||||X| 
for all X in E，r in , whicli implies that ||9(.t)|| < ||x|| for all x in E. 
Also, fixed a non-zero element x in E. Considering r = ^ . T in , we have 
\q{oc)\\ > \\{q{x)){r)\\ = ||T(.T)*|| = 二 ||X||. Hence, ||g(.T)|| = ||.T||. • 
Definition 2.2.5 A Hilbert A-module E is called C*-reflexive (or A~refl,exive) if 
the map q defined in Definition 2.2.3 is onto. 
Proposition 2.2.6 Let E he a self-dual Hilbert A-module. Then E is A-reff,exive. 
Proof: Let f be in . Consider the map TI : E ^ A defined by 
ri{x) = f{x) {x G E). 
Notice that ri is in and so in E, by assumption. So, there exists an element 
y in E such that r： (x)=〈仏 x) for all x in E. Hence, 
/ ⑷ 二 〈 " ， 工 〉 
二（•* 
=(咖))(旬 
for all X in E. Since E is self-dual, we have / ( r ) = {q{y)){r) for all r in ‘ 
Hence f = q{y), that is, E is A-reflexive. • 
2.3 A criterion of self-duality of HA 
Given any C*-algebra A, we recall that HA = © where each E,, = A, 
which is a Hilbert A-module. It is interesting to see whether HA is self-dual. M. 
Frank gave a criterion of self-duality of HA ([3，p.173, 4.3]). He claimed that the 
f o l l o w i n g two conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) A is finite dimensional. 
(ii) HA is self-dual. 
We know that is always true by Proposition 2.1.7, but there is a gap 
in the proof of ( i i )^( i ) : We consider an infinite dimensional unital C*-algebra 
A. With Example 2.1.5, we know that A is self-dual. Then, HA is self-dual by 
Proposition 2.1.4. It leads to a contradiction. 
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Chapter 3 
Hilbert W*-modules 
3.1 Extension of the inner product to 
This section is based on the works of W.L. Paschke [10 . 
Definition 3.1.1 A (pre-)Hilhert W*-module is a (pre-)Hilbert C*-module over 
a von Neumann algebra. 
Throughout this chapter, A denotes a von Neumann algebra and we use 
the following notations: 
the predual of A. 
P = the space of all normal positive linear functionals on A. 
= t h e space of all (j{A, A*)-contmuous positive linear functionals on A. 
and we regard A^ as a siibspace of A* which is the space of all bounded linear 
functionals on A. Also, we regard P as a subset of A^, then we have spanP = A^. 
The following construction is similar to the GNS construction for a C*-algebra 
case: Let be a pre-Hilbert A-module. Let / be a positive linear functional on 
A. Notice that /(〈•，•〉）is a semi-inner product on E and if we let Nf = {x e 
E I / ( (x , .x) ) = 0}, then ^ is a pre-Hilbert space with (x + + Nf ) f = 
25 
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/({.T, y)), for all x, y in E. Denote Hf the completion of 悬 with respect to this 
inner product and so it is a Hilbert space. 
Now, let T be an element in , then by Theorem 1.1.9, we have T{T)*T{X) < 
|r|p(.T, .T), for all x in E. Hence, for all x in iV/, / ( ( .T , X)) = 0 implies / (r( ;? : )*r( .T))= 
0. Then we have | / ( r ( . T ) * ) | < ||/||*/(T(:r)*T(:r))i = 0，that is, f{r{x))= 
/ ( T ( . T ) * ) = 0. So, the map ：奇一 C defined by 
T + Nf /(r(.T)) 
is a well-defined linear functional. Also, notice that for all x in E, 
< ll/ll*IM|/(�:r，:r�)* 
=l l / l l ”MIII .7 : + iV/||/, 
thus this map is bounded by ||/||2 ||r||. Hence, this map can be extended to a 
bounded linear functional on H j with norm not larger than ||/|| 2 ||r||. And so, 
by Riesz Representation Theorem, there exists a unique element 77 in Hf with 
|T/|| < 11/11^||r|| such that 
(T,’,T + 7V,)�/(r(.7:)) 
for all X in E. In particular, if r = y for soiiin y in E, then f{y[x)) 二 /(〈仏.了‘.〉）= 
(/y + A / , :/• + NJ) J for all :r in E. Hence. Tjj = ij + Nj. 
Moreover, let g he another positive linear functional on A with g < /，then 
clearly Nj C A'" and so the map : ^——> 寺 defined bv 
•r + Nf ^ .7. + A ; (.?• G E) 
is a \v(�ll-(lrfhi(�(l contractive linear map. And so. this map can he extcuiclecl to a 
contractive linear map V)," : / / / — H^. Xotice that for all x in E. 
VfJ〒/) 二 + 
= . … 、 
~ g • 
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Proposition 3.1.2 Let E be a pre-Hilbert A-module, and let f , g be positive 
linear functionals on A with g < f . Then Vf,g{Tf) = Tg，for all r m E*. 
Proof : Let r be in Since is dense in Hf, there exists a sequence (^ /n + 
Nf)nm in If such that \\yn + Nf — r/||/ — 0. And by the contractivity of 
Vf,g, we have V/,p(r/) = linin Vf,g{yn + Nf ) = lim^(2/n + Ng). We claim that 
limnivn + Ng) = Tg and then the result follows. To do this, it suffices to show 
that (jjn + Ng - Tg, X + Ng)g — 0, foi all X in E, that is, we only need to prove 
that g{{yn, x)) — p(r(x)), for all x in E. Now, let x e E. For all n in N, we have 
P(�2/n,工〉-小))|2 
< lblb(�yn, .T�� .^^,yn� - {V , x)r(xy - r{x){x, Vn) + r(.x)r(2：)*) 
< |/||/(�yn,,^2:��:r，^〉一�yn,x)T{x丫 +r(.T)r(.x)*). 
Notice that 
f{{y^,x)T{xr) 二 獻 , X T 剛 
={yn + Nf,xT{xy + Nj)f 
= / ( T (灯⑷ *)) 
二 /(r(.T)r(x)*). 
Hence, it suffices to show that /((y^, .t){.t, y^) — r(a:)(.T, y^)) — 0, for all x in E. 
Notice that for all x in E, for all n in N, 
= f i i V n ^ yr,)) - t(.T{.T, y„,〉)） 
=iVn + Nf, x{x, Vn) + Nf) / - ( R / , .T{ .T , Y , ) + Nf) f 
=iVn + Nf - rf,x{x,y„) + Nf)f. 
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Also, 




=l^^ll^lbn + NfWf 
and so the sequence {x{x, Un) + Nf)n谓 is || • ||/-bounded by the fact that the se-
quence (y„,+iV/)nGN converges. Since \\yn^Nf-rf\\f 一 0, we have /(〈知,x){x, i/n)-
T ( . T ) ( . T , Hn)) — 0 for all x in E. The proof is complete. • 
Theorem 3.1.3 Let E be a pre-Hilbert A-module. The A-valued inner product 
�-,.�extends to x such that is a self-dual Hilbert A-module. In par-
ticular, the extended inner product satisfies (r, i)e* =�(.t)，for all x in E and r 
in E#. 
Proof: Let r, i； be in define r : P — C： by 
m 二 (Tf,她 if e P). 
Notice that for all / in A*, by Jordan decomposition, it can be uniquely expressed 
as / 二 / i - /2 + ih — i/4 where f] are in P. So, F can be extended to a linear 
functional on A*. 
We are now going to prove that F is bounded. Let g G A^, then by Jordan 
decomposition, we have g = / i —/2 + z/3 — z/4 where f j are in P and Ej=i ||/j|| < 
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2||p||. So, 





= I ] IMIII 训 
•7 = 1 
Hence, F is in (A^)*. 
Since (A*)* = A, there exists a unique e# in A such that 
= (g E A.). 
In particular, for any / in P, 
�Tf,tfh = / (�T, 
Notice that the map〈-,.〉丑# : x 一 A is conjugate linear in the first 
variable and is linear in the second variable by the linearity of the map : r ^ Tf 
for any / in P. Moreover,�-, •五详 is an ^-valued inner product on . To show 
this, we need to prove�.,.〉丑# satisfies the last three conditions in Definition 1.1.1: 
For (iv), notice that for all r in E*, / ( � T , T � 五 # ) = (jf,Tf)f > 0 for all f in 
P, which implies that�T，7"�辦 2 0. 
Moreover, let r be in w i t h � t ’ t � ^ # = 0, we have { t j , Tf)f = / ( � t , t �五 # ) = 
0 for all / in P. Thus t/ 二 0 for all f in P which means that / (r(x)) = 0 for all 
f in P, X in E. Hence r{x) = 0 for all x in E. 
For (iii), let r, be in , then for all f in P, we have / ( � t , ?/；〉£；#)= 
(Tj，功/)/ = = m 也丁 h * ) = 勵 , T Y e * ) . Hence,�T，奶五 # =〈也 T〉；. 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HI^^^^^ W^^HH^ f^iWi^^^ M^M^^^ M^BB^^^HBMS^BBM^BBBMIMWfifiWflUflWfBHWBBMfHHfBfiffflfilfltfMm 肌 iTflMTiWMiOfMgflnBnfiTTmnTT- rirrr -f n Timi 
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For (ii), let r, be in 五#，6 in A, f in P, we define a functional fb:A — C 
by 
Ma) = f{ah) {aeA), 
then fb is in A*. And so f^ = Xjfj for some f j in P, Xj in C. Let g = 









= / 6 (财） 
= 麗 工 m 
= / ( “ ⑷ ) 
= T i m W ) 
二 {{^b)f,x^Nf)f 
=+TV/, (#)/)/ 
Since 吾 is dense in Hg with respect to || . ||…we have 
=iVgA 丁M购 h 
=(T/’ (#)/)/ 
=/(〈调五#) 
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for any f in P. H e n c e , � t , V^�五#6 =�7" ,妙6�丑There fore ,� - ,.〉丑# is an A-valued 
inner product. 
We are going to show that〈•，•〉£；# is an extension of〈.，•〉. Let x, y e Ej 
f e P . Then f{{X,y)E*) -〈％",办〉/ = (x + iV；,y + TV/)/ = f{{x,y)). Hence, we 
h a v e � i , i i ) E * = {x^y)-
Moreover, for x m E, r in f in P , we have / ( � t , f〉^；*) = ( t / , % ) / = 
{rf,x + Nf)f = f{r{x)). H e n c e , � t ,的E * = t O ) . 
It remains to show that ,〈•，.〉丑#} is self-dual. Let 小 be in {E*)*. Notice 
that (j)\E is in that is there exists an element r in E# such that (p{x) = r{x) 
for all X in E. Define 如 be in、E#)# by 
= —〈T,劝拼E E*). 
Then we have (j)o{E) = {0 } . If we can prove that 小q = 0，then the result follows. 
For this purpose, let ^ G and f 6 P, then there exists a sequence + 
in 悬 which converges to ipf. Now, since 如 is i n � E # �善 , b y Theorem 1.1.9, there 
exists K > 0 such that (l)o{a)*(j)o{a) < K � ( t � o )砂 for all a in . Therefore, for 
all n in N, we have 
F 曉 丫 M 州 
= F I M ' ^ ^TMI^ 一 
=K{{xljf, — [Vr, + Nf,她—(Vv，yn + Nf)f + (yr^ + Nf, yn + Nf)f] 
=KUf-[yn^Nf)\\} 
— 0 . 
Therefore, we have fiMi^TMi^)) = 0 for all f in P. This implies that |/0o(利）| < 
= 0, that is, f(M^)) = 0 for all f in P. Hence = 0, 
and thus (po = 0. • 
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Remarks 3.1.4 
(i) The operator norm || • || and the norm || • ||丑# induced by the A-valued inner 
product�•,.〉丑# coincide on E*. In fact, let r be in E* and x in E, 
=|7"|||;#�:z:,:r� 
which implies that ||T|| < by Remark 1.1.10. On the other hand, 
notice that \\rf\\ < ||r||||/||i for all f in P. Hence, we have 
k l l “ = II�t，T�£;#| 
= s u p { / ( { r , r ) ^ # ) I / G P , 11/11 = 1} 
=Sl ip{ (Tj，Tj) j I / e P , 11/11 = 1} 
二 sup{\\rf\\j I /GP, 11/11 = 1} 
< ||t||2 
which implies |卜||£；# g ||r| . 
(ii) Let A be a C氺-algdrra. Recall that a C氺-algebra A is said to he monotone 
complete if each hounded increasing net in Aga has a least upper hound in 
Asa, where Aga is the set of all self-adjoint elements in A. For every Hilhert 
A-module E, the A-valued inner product�., •� on E can be extended to an 
A-valued inner product〈、•五* on turning {E•八、.�e*} into a self-
dual Hilhert A-module if and only if A is monotone complete. Moreover, 
the equalities 
〈.全’扔五# =〈工,y〉，ij,釣E* =咖） 
are satisfied for every x, y in E and r in . 
This result is due to M. Frank ([4])-
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3.2 Extension of operators to E* 
Throughout this section, A is still a von Neumann algebra. 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let E be a Hilbert A-module，EQ be a Hilbert submodule of E. 
For each (p G Eq , there exists an extension (p in E* of (p such that \\(p\\ = \\(p\ . 
Proof: Define if' : E昔—Ahy 
ip'ir) = (r G E*). 
Then if, is an A-linear map and \\ip'\\ = ||(/7|| by Remark 3.1.4(i). Next define 
P : E — by 
Px{h) = (x, h) {x e E, he Eq), 
then P is an A-linear map. 
We set (p = (p' o P \ E A^ then (p is an A-linear map. Notice that for h in 
Eo, 
(p{h) 二 — P ( " ) 
= { ^ . P M E * 
= M . 
Thus (p is an extension of (p. 
To show that = we first notice that for all x in E, 
= \\if' o P{x)\ 
< lkl|||P(x)|| 
= s u p { | | P ( a ; ) ( / z ) | | I e Ei), ||"|| = 1} 
= M l sup{||(x, h)\\ I h G EQ, ||/i|| = 1} 
< IMIIW. 
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This implies that ||(^|| < \\(p\\. On the other hand, since (p is an extension of cp, 
we have 
\(f\\ = sup{||(^ (x)|| \ X e E, \\x\\ 二 1} 
> sup{||(^ (:r)|| I rr E EQ, ||.T|| 二 1} 
= I d . 
Hence, = \\(p\\. 口 
Proposition 3.2.2 Let E, F he pre-Hilhert A-modules and t G B(E, F). Then 
there exists a unique extension t in ) F.) of t. Moreover, ||f|| = ||力| . 
Proof: First, we define t' \ F — by 
{t'y){x) = {y,tx)F {xeE^yeF). 
Notice that ||(t'y)(.T)|| < for all x in E, y in F, By Remark 3.1.4(i), 
we have ||力…|£；# £ II亡IIIIYIIF for all y in F. Thus, t' is bounded with ||力< . 
Notice also that for all a in A^ x in E^ y in F, we have 
{t\ya)){x) 二 {ya,tx)F 
二 a*〈仏 te�F 
=帽•)• 
Hence, f is in B{F,E#) . 
Now, similarly, we define i : — by 
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In fact, i = ( ty , so we have i in B[E*, F*) with |/：|  < \\t/\\. For all x in E, y in 
F, we have 
{ix){y) 二 l^�t'y)E* 




Hence, we have i{x) = tx for all x in E, that is, i is an extension of t. 
Notice that, by above, ||t|| < \\t'\\ < ||力||, and on the other hand, i is an 
extension of t and so > ||t||. Hence, we have = \\t\ . 
It remains to show that this extension is unique. It suffices to show that if V 
is in B{E*, F*) with V{E) = {0} , then we have V = 0. Now since {E*,〈•，•〉£；#} 
is self-dual, by Proposition 2.1.3, V is in C^E*, F.), that is V is adjoint able. 
Therefore for • in , a: in E, we have 
= (Y、,免、E* 
二 〈也 Vi�E* 
= 0 . 
Thus, V* = 0, that is V = 0. • 
Corollary 3.2.3 Let E be a pre-Hilbert A-module. Each element t in C{E) can 
be extended to a unique i m 丑#)• Moreover, the map : C{E) — C[E#�defined 
by 
t ^ i 
is an 1-1 *-homomorphism. 
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Proof: Let t be in JC(E), by Proposition 3.2.2, there exists a unique extension I 
in and ||t|| = Since (-, •〉£；#} is self-dual, we have t is in i : � E * � 
by Proposition 2.1.3. 
We now consider the map : C{E) — C、E#、defined by 
t ^ I 
Clearly, this map is linear. Moreover, for t,s in C{E), is and (f)* are extensions 
of ts and t* respectively. So, we have is = ts and (i)* = t* by the uniqueness 
of the extension. Thus this map is a *-homomorphism. Finally, notice that this 
map is an isometry. Hence, this map is one-to-one. • 
3.3 Self-dual Hilbert W*-modules 
It is well known that every von Neumann algebra has a predual. It is natural to 
ask whether every Hilbert W*-module has a predual. In this section, we prove 
that a self-dual Hilbert W*-module ^ is a conjugate space, that is, it has a 
predual ([10]). Throughout this section, A denotes a von Neumann algebra. 
Proposition 3.3.1 Let E be a self-dual Hilbert A-module. Then E is a conjugate 
space. 
Proof: Let Y be the linear space E with "twisted" scalar multiplication, that is, 
入• iT = for A in C and x in Y. Consider the tensor product with the 
greatest cross-norm. For each x in E, define the map x : A* (g) y C by 
n n 
i=i j=i 
for / i，… J n in A^, yi , - - - , y^ in Y. 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ B^^ B^ H^ ^^ ^^WH^ M^I^ B^HH^HBIMIW^M^B^BMMBHWH^^^WMB^ M^BBmm 國 itiuiHBMBBWBSflfiffim 隱 lim 丨 ifififMilMMiWfBMinwnTTmflronfitPfMfiOTmin•“i—^I^-th 
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Notice that x is a well-defined bounded linear functional with ||.t|| = 
The reason is that 
n n 
for all f i r - - , fn in A^, Y I , - " , Un in Y and thus || 到 | < \\X\\E. Also, let {^vj be a 
sequence of bounded linear functionals of norm 1 in A* such that .T))| —> 
|x|||. Notice that QN^X is in A (g) Y , 刮I = \\X\\E and \X{GN'^X)\ — ||x|||. 
Hence we have \\X\\E < \\X\ . 
Thus, the map�£；一（人 (g) defined by 
X X 
is a linear isometry. 
It remains to show that E is weak*-closed in ( ^ 4 氺 s i n c e then E is 
isometric to the dual space of a quotient space of A^ 0 Y. Let {x^} be a net in 
E weak* convergent to some F in (人(g) Y)*. We claim that F is in and then 
the result follows. To do this, for each y in E^ define ^^ : ^ C by 
^y{9) = F{g®y) {g G A ) . 
Notice that ipy is a bounded linear functional on A^ with norm not exceeding 




for all g in A^. Consider the map r : E ^ A defined by 
y 八y)-
Notice that r is bounded linear. Also, r is A-linear. The reason is that if we let 
y be in E, a in A, f in A*, define g : A ^ C hy 
g(b) = f(a*b) (6 G A), 
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then we have 
肺 a ) * ) = F{f 0 ya) 
=\imXa{f ^yo,) 
a 





Thus, r(ya) = r{y)a. Hence, r is in . Since E is self-dual, there exists an XQ 
in E such that 
=�•To,"�{y e E), 
then F = xq is in E. • 
Remark 3.3.2 Let TE denote the weak*-topology on E defined in Proposition 
3.3.1. Notice that a bounded net {.Xa} in E converges to x in E with respect to 
TE if and only if f{{y, Xa)) /((y, x)) for all f in A^ and y in E. 
Proposition 3.3.3 Let E be a self-dual Hilbert A-module. Then C{E) is a von 
Neumann algebra. 
Proof: By Lemma 1.1.12 (iv), C{E) is a C*-algebra. So, it suffices to show that 
C[E) is a conjugate space. We let Y be the linear space E with “twisted" scalar 
multiplication (that is A • y = Ay for A in C and y in Y). Consider E ^Y ^ A^ 
the tensor product with the greatest cross-norm. For each t in C[E), define a 
map i : C by 
n n 
KY. � Vj ® 9j) = E gAivj. txj)) 
j=i j=i 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ B^^W^^^M^ H^^HB^WBBHB^MMTOWWMHMHMIBMHWMW^MBMMyiHIlWMBlMflirBMMWIWHWMHIiWHMiMfBMfiBlSWWMMMMmiliflwwfWBtfMBKaiMBitr^�f vifMirmw 
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for x i , … , X n in E, y^ ,…,yn in Y, and 仍,…,Qn in A^. 
Notice that t is a well-defined bounded linear functional on E(g)Y(S)A^ with 
\i\\ = The reason is that 
n n 
K^a 公yj �gj)\ < P I k(丑 I b J I b J五 1巧丨1五 
j=i j=i 
for all xi, • • • in E', yi, • • • , yn in Y and gi,…,gn in A , which means that 
|t|| < I力 1/：(£；). On the other hand, fix an element x in E. Let {gn} be a sequence 
of bounded linear functionals of norm 1 in A^ such that \gn{{tx, tx))\ — ||tx|||；. 
Notice that x � tx 公 gn is in E®Y ® A^, \\x 0 tx (g) gn\\ = and 
i{x (g) tx 0 gn)\ = \gn{{tx, tx))\ 一 I I 力 T h u s we have \\t\\ > for all x in 
E, that is, ||t|| > ||t||£(£；). 
Hence the map^: C{E) — defined by 
t i 
is a linear isometry. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that (jC[E)y is weak*-closed in 
A*)氺’ since then {C{E)y is isometric to the dual space of a quotient 
space of E (^Y ^ A^. Let {t^J be a net in C{E) with {ta} weak* convergent to 
(j) in 0 y 0 A*)*. We need to claim that (p is in {C{E)y. Now, for each x, y in 
E, define a map Tx,y ： A* —> C by 
rx,y{g) = (t){x®y®g) {g G A^). 
Notice that r^ y^ is a bounded linear functional on A^ with norm not greater than 
Since (A^)* = A, there exists an rx{y) in A such that 
and 
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for all • in 人 . 
Now we claim that for x, y in E, a in yl, we have TxcXy) = and 
Txiya) = Take f in A , define g in A^ by g(b) = f{ba), for b in A. Then 
f{rxa{y)) 二 (Koca 公 y ® f ) 




=limta{x (S) y (8) p) 
二 0 y ^ g) 
=GMY)) 
=fMy)a). 
Since this holds for all / in A*’ we have Txa{y) — 'Tx{y)ci- Similarly, we can prove 
that Txiya) = 工(y). 
So, if for each y in E, we define a map : ^ ^ ^ by 
then this map is a bounded A-linear map. Since E is self-dual, there exists a 
unique element Uy in E satisfying 
= {Uy,x) {x G E). 
Now, we consider the map U : E — E defined by 
y ^ Uy. 
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Notice that U is A-linear. In fact, for x, y in E, a in A, 




and thus U{ya) = {Uy)a. 
Moreover, U is bounded. Indeed, 
\\Uy\\l = \\{Uy,Uy)\\ 
for all y in E. Hence U is in B{E) = C{E), by Proposition 2.1.3. So, U* exists, 
and we have 小=([/*)"'which is in {C{E)y. • 
The following result is the polar decomposition for Hilbert module setting. 
Proposition 3.3.4 Let E be a self-dual Hilhert A-module. For each x in E, it 
can be written as x = u{x, x)i where u is in E such that {u, u) is the range 
projection of {x, x) 2 ^ that is, {u, u) is the least projection of all the projections p 
in A such that (x, x)ip = p{x, x)i = {x, x)i. This decomposition is unique in 
the sense that if x = vb where b > 0 and {v^ v) is the range projection of h, then 
V = u and b = (x, x)i. 
Proof: Let x be in E, for each n in N, define 
bn = {{00, x) +n-i)i 
and 
工 n — ^^n . 
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Notice that = {x,x){{x,x) + n—D—i and so \\xn\\E < 1. Now, consider 
the closure of convex hull of {xn : n e N} which is closed, bounded convex 
subset of E. By Banach-Alaoglu Theorem, it is T^-compact, where TE is the 
weak*-topology which is defined in Remark 3.3.2. Hence {x^ ： n G N} has a 
Tg;-accumulation point in E, says y. Notice that 
\bn - 一 0 
and 
Xnbn — ^ 
for all n in N. So, we have x = y{pc, 
Now, let p be the range projection of {x, x)^, we have (x, — p{x, x)i = 
(x, x)i which implies that x 二 yp{x, x)^ and {x, x) 二 (x, x ) y ) p { x , x)^. 
Hence, (x, x)^ {p—p{y, y)p){x^ x)i = 0. Notice that < 1 for all n in N which 
implies \\y\\E < 1 and thus p—p{y, y)p > 0. Hence if (x, x)i{p—p{y, y)p){x^ x)i = 
0’ then (x, x)i{p — p�y，y)p)^ = 0. From this we have p{p — p{y, y)p)4=0 since p 
is range projection of (x, x) i . This forces p{p—p{y, y)p)p = 0, that is p = p{y, y)p. 
Now let u = yp, then ii(x, x)^ = x)^ = x and (li, u) = y)p = p. 
Next, we want to prove the uniqueness of the decomposition. Suppose x = vh 
where 6 > 0 and (f, v) is the range projection of b. We need to claim that v = u 
and b = {x, x)i. First notice that {x, x) = v)h == iP". Then we have b = (x, x)i 
and�V, v) — p. Since {v — vp, v — vp) = p — p — p-\-p = 0, we see that v = vp. 
Similarly, we have u = up. We note also that 
(x, u) = (u{x, 
—{x, x)i{u, u) 
=(x, x) 
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On the other hand, we have 
{x,u) == ((vb,v) 
= u ) 
= ( x , x)2 (i；, u). 
From this if - p) = 0, then {vp, u) - p = 0, that is {v,u) - p = 0. 
Hence, {v — u,v — u) = p — p — P + P = 0. This completes the proof. • 
3.4 Some equivalent conditions for a Hilbert W * -
module to be self-dual 
Throughout this section, A still denotes a von Neumann algebra. 
Definition 3.4.1 Let E be a pre-Hilbert A-module. Let Pi be the set of all normal 
states on A. The topology on E induced by the semi-norms 
/(〈.，.〉)* (/ G Pi) 
is denoted by TI . Moreover, the topology induced on E hy the linear Junctionals 
f{{y,-)) (feP.^yeE) 
is denoted by T). 
Remarks 3.4.2 
(i) The topology T2 is same as TE defined in Remark 3.3.2. 
(ii) In the case o /yi = C and so E is a Hilbert space, TI is the norm-topology 
on E and 丁2 is the weak*-topology on E. So, TI and T2 do not coincide, in 
general. 
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Lemma 3.4.3 Let E be a Hilbert A-module. For each r in , there exists a 
net {xa} in E such that Xa ti-converges to r. 
Proof: Let r be an element in Let s = { / i , /2, •. • , fn} be a finite subset 
of Pi. We set / = / i + /2 + . . . + /n. Notice that / is a normal positive linear 
functional on A. Using the same notation as in Section 3.1, there exists a unique 
element T/ in Hf with ||r/|| < ||/||^ ||r|| such that 
{rf,x + Nf)f = f{r{x)) {x e E) 
and there exists an element Xg in E satisfying 
/ b 
Notice that in the proof of Theorem 3.1.3, we have 
(T/’T/)/ = /((r, T)E#). 
Hence we have / ( ( r — r — x^)丑#) = (Ts Nf — ly, Xg + A /^ — r / ) / < There-
fore, f人(j 一冗,T _ £s�E#�S n for all i = 1,2, •• • , n. Consequently, the net 
{xs} which is indexed by the inclusion-directed family of finite subset of F\ has 
the required property. • 
The following theorem is the main result of this section: 
Theorem 3.4.4 Let E be a Hilbert A-module. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) E is self-dual. 
(ii) E is A-refl,exive. 
(iii) The unit ball of E is complete. 
(iv) The unit ball of E is r2-complete. 
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(v) there exists a collection {pa]aei of (not necessary distinct) non-zero projec-
tions of A such that E and ®PaA (c.f.: Exam,pie 1.1.7) are umtanly iso-
morphic, where PaA is a Hilbert A_module with inner product {paO^,Pab)= 
a*Pab. 
Moreover, in this case, the linear span of the completion of the unit ball of E 
with respect to TI coincides with E#. 
Proof: (i) 4 (ii) follows from Proposition 2.2.6. (ii) (i)： Let r be in E*. 
Consider the map f : — A defined by 
/ ( a ) = � T , a � ^ # ((TG 丑#). 
Then f is in E料.By the reflexivity of E, there exists y e E such that 
m = 誦 ⑷ = 剛 * 
for all a in , that is, (r, a)e# = for all a in . In particular, for all 
X in E, we have 
r{x) 二� T ,旬丑# 
二 
= { y , x) 
=y{x). 
Hence, r = y. Thus E is self-dual. 
Now, let L be the linear span of the completion of the unit ball of E with 
respect to ri. ( i ) � ( i i i ) : Assume that E is self-dual. We prove by contradiction. 
Suppose that the unit ball of E is not complete with respect to TI. Then there 
exist an element y in L\E, and a norm-bounded net {ya}aei in E such that 
Va y with respect to ri. Now, fix an element f in Pi and e > 0, there exists 
an a in / such that 
f{{y -Vfs^y -yp)) < ^ 
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for all P > a. Let x G E, we have 
< f[{y(5 - Vi^yp - Vi))'^ 
< {2ef{(x,x)))i 
for all 7 > a. Hence, w* — lim{(ya, | Q； G / } exists and is denoted by 
R{x). Similarly, we can easily prove that y is the T2-limit of a norm-bounded net 
{ya}au- We consider the map R : E ^ A defined by 
X R{x). 
Notice that .t))| < ||:r||<sixp{||y�\ A e 1} for all F3 in / , we have R is 
bounded. Clearly, R is A-linear. Hence R is in . So, by the assumption, there 
exists an element z in E such that R{x) = {z, x) for all x in E, that is, 
lu* — l im{�y…:r�\ a G 1} = (z, x) 
for all X in E. Hence z is the r2-limit of the norm-bounded net {yct}aei- Thus 
y = z in in E, where the contradiction occurs, (i) (iii) follows. 
Notice that {五#,〈.，•〉£；#} is self-dual, so by the implication (i) to (iii), we 
remark here that the unit ball of is r：-complete and thus L C . Conversely, 
by Lemma 3.4.3, we have g L and hence L =丑 
(iii) 4 (i): Assume that the unit ball of E is TI-complete. Then E — L = 
and hence E is self-dual. 
(iii) (iv): Assume that the unit ball of E is ri-complete. Then by the 
implication (iii) (i), E is self-dual. Using Proposition 3.3.1 and Remark 3.3.2, 
we know that (E, TO) is a conjugate space. Hence, the unit ball of E is T2-complete. 
(iv) • (iii): Assume that the unit ball of E is T2-complete. Let {XA)AGI be 
a norm-bounded net in E which is Caiichy and t � — t in L with respect to T]. 
Notice that for all y in E, f in Pi. ,6, 7 in I. we have 
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So, {Xa)aei is r2-Cauchy. By assumption, there exists an element x in E such 
that .TQ； r2-converges to x. Notice that x ^ t with respect to n . Using the same 
argument, we have Xa — t with respect to T2. Hence t = x m E. Hence the 
unit ball of E is ri-complete. 
(V) 4 (i): Assume that E = as Hilbert A-module. Notice that for 
each a in I, paA is self-dual (Example 2.1.5). By Proposition 2.1.4, ®PaA is 
self-dual. Thus by Proposition 2.1.10, E is self-dual. 
(i) (v): Assume that E is self-dual. Then by Proposition 3.3.4 and Zorn's 
lemma, there exists a subset {e^ \ a e 1} oi E which is maximal with respect to 
the following properties: 
(go；, ^a) is a non-zero projection, 
and {eai e/3) = 0 for a 
We set Pa = � e … e � � f o r each a in I. Notice that {ca — e^Pa, — ^aVa) = 0 
which implies e^ = e^Pa for all a in I. 
Now, let X be in E. For each a in / , we have 
(Sq；, X) = {^aPa^ 
For a finite subset JF of /，let y = YlaeT z = x _ y, then 
{y^y) = � I ] eje…：r〉，E e卢�e卢，.T�� 
~ � I ， x ) 
— 〈工,^Q) {^ai x) • 
aeT 
Also, we have 
{y^z) = {y,x-y) 
= ( Y . ea{ea,x),x) -
aeT 
= 0 . 
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Thus 
{x, x) = {y^z.y^z) 
=〈？/,"〉+〈之，之〉 
that is, for all finite subset JT of I, we have 
Hence EC.G/C'^ , x) < {x,x). 
So, the map T \ E ® PaA defined by 
Tx = {{ea,x))aei 
is well-defined and is in B{E, by Theorem 1.1.9. 
We first show that T is onto. Let {paCia)aei be in ®PaA. Let T he d. finite 
subset of I and set yj： = Notice that 
{VT, VT) = � I ] e^^ac,, ^ e^a^) 
OL^T II^T 




Thus {yjrjjr is a norm-bounded net in E. Consider the closure of convex hull of 
{yjr ： JT} which is closed, bounded, convex subset of E, and so by Banach-Alaoglu 
Theorem, it is 7^-compact, where TE is the weak*-topology which is defined in 
Remark 3.3.2. Hence {yjr : JF} has a T^-accumulation point in E, says y. So, for 
all f E A^, X E E, we have 
in particular, we have 
— / ( � e � y〉） 
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for all a in I. Notice that for all a in / , 二 p^o^a for sufficiently large T 
and thus = PaCia. Hence T{y) = {paaa)aei- Therefore, T is onto. 
Next, we show that T is one-to-one. Let x e E w i t h � e … x ) = 0 for all a in 1. 
Using the same notation as in Proposition 3.3.4, we h a v e � e � , Xn) = � e … = 0 
for all a in / and n in N. This implies that y = Tg； - lim has the property 
that (e^, y) = ^ for all a in 1. Then we have {e^, u) = � e … y p ) = 0 for all a in I. 
Since u e E and {u,u) is a projection of A, by the maximality of {ca ： a G / } , 
we have (u, u) —— 0. Hence x = 0. 
It remains to show that (Tx, Tx) = {x, x) for all x in E. Let x be in 
and JT be a finite subset of I. We set xjr = x). Then (xjr, x j r ) = 
x) < (x, x) and so the net {xjr ： JT} is norm-bounded. Similarly, 
{xjr ： JF} has a 7^-accumulation point in E, says y. Notice that for all a in I, 
(e^, xjr) = (e^, x) for sufficiently large T. Thus (e^, y) 二 (e^, x) for all a in I. 
Thus X = y is a, 7^-accumulation point of { x ^ : JF} by injectivity of T. Now, for 
/ in A*’ we have 
/(〈工,工〉）= 
=f{{Tx,Tx)). 
Hence (x,x) = (Tx ,Tx) . • 
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